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Algorithmic Discrimination in Service

Abstract

The goals of this research are 1) to examine how service discrimination can emerge from

algorithmic decision-making, 2) to investigate how service discrimination interacts with

consumer word-of-mouth to affect demand and profits, and 3) to explore public policy and

managerial implications of algorithmic discrimination in service outcomes. By employing a

mixed-methods approach, the authors develop a theory demonstrating that discrimination can be

profitable in the short-run, but can backfire in the long-run. An agent-based model shows the

macro-level implications on demand and profits resulting from micro-level decisions based on

biased algorithms. This research demonstrates that although there can be a short-term profit

advantage from discrimination in service, non-discriminatory service providers can earn higher

long-term profits, on average, than discriminatory service-providers when factoring in consumer

word-of-mouth and competition. Large error in measuring consumer quality (value or

profitability to the firm) exacerbates service discrimination, while large intra-group variation in

consumer quality attenuates discrimination. This research emphasizes the long-term benefits of

switching to a service policy that does not use group identity information in algorithmic

decision-making, as well as incorporation of word-of-mouth considerations in the firm’s objective

function. However, for firms that must persist in using group identity information, this research

recommends increasing investment in methods of measurement error reduction and increasing

exposure to consumers of different populations. By doing so, a firm could reduce service

discrimination while improving its long-term profits and societal well-being.
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Algorithmic Discrimination in Service

Statement of Intended Contribution

Discrimination is a sad reality that causes many consumers to endure a lower level of service.

Although some companies have claimed that they are eliminating discrimination by using AI

algorithms, researchers have shown that even algorithms can discriminate, and not just because

the programmer’s biases are accidentally transferred. We show that such algorithmic

discrimination can be attractive to companies, because it can lead to higher profits in the short

run. Our research shows that this result reverses if we do a long-term analysis that includes a

sufficient level of word-of-mouth. These findings are of immediate public policy importance,

given that governments in the US, Europe, and elsewhere are considering regulations regarding

the use of algorithms that use group information in service decisions such as lending. The

findings are also of profound importance to companies, because use of group information in

service alogrithms, although attractive in the short run, can backfire in the long run.
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Algorithmic Discrimination in Service

On November 7, 2019, tech entrepreneur David Hannemeier Hansson made a series of posts

on Twitter where he accused Apple of discrimination in service against his wife. He complained

about Apple’s ”black box algorithm” that denied his wife a credit line increase for the new Apple

Card product. Hansson pointed out that he and his wife shared finances and that his wife had the

better credit score. Yet, Hannson’s credit limit was 20 times that of his wife. Two days later, Steve

Wozniak, Apple’s co-founder, replied to Hansson’s tweet with his own claim that he received 10

times the credit limit his wife received, despite the fact that they also completely shared finances

and assets (Harris 2019). Hannson’s tweets went viral, generating substantial word-of-mouth and

media coverage. At the time Hansson posted his tweets, he had over 350,000 followers and

Wozniak had over 600,000 followers. As of January, 2020, Hansson’s Apple Card tweets have

been liked over 29,000 times and retweeted over 9,600 times (Twitter). A search by this paper’s

authors in the Lexis-Nexis database for the term ”apple card discrimination” returned 4,970 news

articles from around the world (LexisNexis). The tweets also attracted the attention of

government regulators. The New York State Department of Financial Services launched an

investigation into whether the algorithm used by Goldman Sachs, the financial institution that

manages the Apple Card, is discriminatory (Vigdor 2019).

Apple and Goldman Sachs are not singular in facing challenges about discrimination in

service. In February, 2018, California’s capital city of Sacramento joined Miami, Oakland, Los

Angeles, Baltimore, and Philadelphia in suing Wells Fargo & Co. for violating the U.S. Fair

Housing Act. They claimed that the bank engaged in discriminatory lending practices, which

resulted in excessive foreclosures of minority-owned properties in their cities (Koren 2018).

Wells Fargo had already made a $175 million settlement with the U.S. Department of Justice in

July 2012 for alleged discrimination against minority borrowers from 2004 to 2009 (Broadwater

2012). In the past two decades alone, other prominent corporations such as American Express,

Toyota, and Ally Financial paid more than half a billion dollars in settlements and fines for
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discrimination in service cases. This amount is likely a lower bound on the total cost because it

does not include additional losses due to word-of-mouth, bad publicity, or impaired reputation

and brand. Indeed, prior research provides evidence that discrimination in service exists across a

wide spectrum of markets (Bertrand and Duflo 2017; Yinger 1998), including rentals (Carpusor

and Loges 2006; Ewens, Tomlin, and Wang 2013; Hanson and Hawley 2011), auto sales (Ayres

and Siegelman 1995), retail (Leonard, Levine, and Giuliano 2010), healthcare (Williams and

Mohammed 2009), sharing economy services (Edelman, Luca, and Svirsky 2017), financial

lending (Blanchard, Zhao, and Yinger 2008; Ferguson and Peters 1995), and education (Milkman,

Akinola, and Chugh 2012).

We define discrimination in service (a.k.a., service discrimination) as the difference in a

firm’s service treatment of consumers of equal quality (defined as value or profitability to the firm)

who differ only in group membership (e.g., race/ethnicity, gender, education, social class, age,

residential location, occupation, etc.). Consistent with the sociological literature, we distinguish

discrimination from prejudice. Prejudice, along with stereotyping, bigotry, and racism, focuses on

internally-held attitudes, beliefs, and ideologies. These are not the focus of our research. In

contrast, discrimination can be independent of internally-held attitudes, and concerns decision

outcomes that exhibit disparate impact: unequal treatment of people based on the category to

which they belong. Discrimination is not necessarily driven by internally-held attitudes such as

prejudice or bigotry (Pager and Shepherd 2008; Quillian 2006). Rational algorithms, in particular,

do not typically suffer from bigotry, but that does not ensure that discrimination will not result.

Decades of media reports provide qualitative evidence that consumers experience

discrimination in service based on race, ethnicity, and gender (Elliott 2003; Gutierrez 2015;

Koren 2016). A substantial body of research provides not only empirical evidence of the

prevalence of service discrimination against these U.S. protected groups (Pager and Shepherd

2008; Rodgers 2009), but also demonstrates its impact on group members (Bone, Christensen,

and Williams 2014; Crockett, Grier, and Williams 2003). Although service discrimination based

on race, ethnicity, and gender receives much attention, the media and literature document service
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discrimination based on other category designations such as age (Silver-Greenberg 2012),

disabilities (Baldwin and Johnson 2006), residential location (Schroeder 2017), social class

(Kugelmass 2016), and occupation (Addady 2016).

Some service providers are undoubtedly prejudiced. However, suppose a firm has no

prejudiced intent and uses an objective algorithm to make service decisions? In fact, suppose a

firm employs decision-making algorithms in an effort to minimize or eliminate the discriminatory

tendencies found in human decision-making? How can discrimination in service still emerge and

persist in a 21st century world where algorithms make service decisions? Our research examines

this phenomenon and specifically investigates the following questions:

1. Can algorithmic discrimination pay in the short run? – we wish to test whether our

theoretical formulation is consistent with prior literature in concluding that algorithmic

discrimination in service can be profitable. We preview that we confirm the previous

findings theoretically. Note that we will extend these findings in several important ways,

including the fact that our theory shows conditions under which the traditional findings

reverse.

2. Does discrimination pay in the long run? – We set up a realistic, long-run agent-based

model simulation to demonstrate that word-of-mouth can drive the reversal of results found

in prior literature.

Technological advancements have enabled firms’ increased use of algorithms and artificial

intelligence for service decision-making. These technological changes in conjunction with

societal shifts motivate an increased need for more research on why discrimination in service still

persists in the 21st century (Anderson and Ostrom 2015; Bone, Williams, and Christensen 2010;

Hill and Stephens 2003) and how algorithmic decision-making can impact the trajectory. Social

fissures created by service discrimination have a direct impact on consumer and societal

well-being (Bone, Christensen, and Williams 2014; Crockett, Anderson, Bone, Roy, Wang, and

Coble 2011).
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Algorithmic discrimination in service has several policy implications, especially for

anti-discrimination laws. Even if there is no prejudicial intent in an algorithm’s design, and even

if there is a concerted effort to avoid using data associated with protected classes, such algorithms

can still produce a disparate impact– a disproportionate effect on certain groups of people.

Consequently, claims of a firm’s algorithm creating disparate impact on their consumers pose a

legal risk, regardless of the presence or absence of intentional discrimination. However, recent

activity among policymakers suggest that there is an urgent need now to shape policy and

regulation of algorithms across applications in multiple domains.

For example, in August 2019 the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) proposed a new rule shaping policy regarding the use of algorithms in housing decisions.

The rule weakens the consumer’s’ ability to make disparate impact claims under the Fair Housing

Act of 1968 to fight discriminatory housing practices. Currently, a consumer can hold a business

liable, even if it is an unintended consequence, if the service practices produce disparate-impact –

a disproportionate effect on certain groups of people. The proposed new HUD rule, however,

allows businesses to escape liability if their service decisions are based on third-party algorithms

or if their in-house algorithms do not use data that represent or proxy for protected classes (U.S

Department of Housing and Urban Development 2019). Critics such as the Brookings Institute,

the ACLU, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, and the National Fair Housing Alliance have raised

objections that this rule provides a loophole which enables businesses to make algorithmic-based

discrimination in service decisions with impunity (Defend Civil Rights 2020).

The debate about policy regarding algorithmic bias applies to the U.S. financial and

insurance sectors as well. In 2018 the U.S Federal government as well as California and New

York state governments actively debated regulatory changes regarding firm use of group

categories to make service decisions. What is particularly interesting is that these governmental

entities moved in opposite policy directions. While the federal government took steps to reduce

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) power to regulate and enforce restrictions on

using consumer race/ethnicity information in auto lending service decisions (Haggerty 2018),
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California and New York increased the power to prevent insurance companies from using

consumer gender (California) or education and occupation information (New York) in their

insurance service decisions (CDIpress 2019; Loconte 2018).

Policy implications of biases in algorithmic decision-making are not limited to the U.S. In

May, 2018, Article 22 of the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) took

effect, which prohibits the use of ”automated individual decision-making” algorithms from

making decisions about an individual based on special categories, unless the individual gives

explicit consent. The special categories, defined in Article 9, include race/ethnic origin, political

opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, sexual orientation, and

health status. Furthermore, the regulation provides individuals the right to an explanation of

algorithmic decisions made about them, the right to contest the decision, and the right to request

human intervention (Vollmer 2018). The impact of this regulation is far reaching, because it

prohibits a broad class of algorithms currently used for financial, insurance, real estate,

programmatic advertising, and recommendation system decisions around the world, including the

United States. Compliance with this regulation required significant overhauls to pre-existing

algorithms (Goodman and Flaxman 2017).

There are two primary theoretical streams of research that model firm decision-making and

resultant discriminatory outcomes. The first one, the “taste for discrimination” literature, assumes

prejudicial intent and asserts that firms who discriminate have included in their objective function

a disutility for interacting with members of certain groups. Their objective function is not

necessarily profit-maximizing (Becker 1957; Schelling 1969). A real-life example of this type of

discrimination is the case of a Colorado bakery, which in 2012 refused to provide a wedding cake

to a same-sex couple because of its religion-based service policy (Savage 2017). Our research

assumptions instead align with a second stream, the statistical discrimination literature (Aigner

and Cain 1977; Arrow 1973; Coate and Loury 1993; Phelps 1972). This literature models

discrimination as an outcome of the firm’s problem of incomplete information about its

consumers. The firm attempts to resolve this problem by using observable attributes such as
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group membership to draw inferences about individual consumers. The literature assumes firms

are profit-maximizing and do not have an inherent disutility for interacting with certain groups.

For example, List’s (2004) study of the sports card trading market provides empirical support for

this theory. This study finds that dealers who give inferior offers to minority traders do so because

they have statistical distributional assumptions about minority traders that differ from their

assumptions about non-minorities. Our study, consistent with statistical discrimination theory,

assumes that the firm has no prejudicial intent and uses an algorithm to make service decisions.

Our study demonstrates conditions under which discrimination in service can still emerge. We

assert that our findings present a lower-bound on the emergent effects of algorithmic service

discrimination. If the firm’s algorithm is indeed driven by a “taste for discrimination” or

prejudicial intent (e.g., the algorithm unwittingly reflected the designer’s own prejudices,), it

would likely intensify and accelerate the effects we present.

Our study contributes to four literatures. First, we contribute to the relatively new literature

on biases in algorithmic decision-making. Some notable examples in the literature include

Lambrecht and Tucker (2019)’s study of unintentional algorithmic bias in the delivery of STEM

job ads–more ads were delivered to men than women. Cowgill (2018) shows conditions where

algorithms can reduce hiring biases. Mullainathan and Spiess (2017) provide an overview of the

strengths and weaknesses of using machine learning for economic decision-making.

Corbett-Davies et al. (2017) and Kleinberg et al. (2018) show that algorithm decision-making can

reduce biases and improve pre-criminal trial release decisions when compared to decision-making

by judges. Our study differs from these in that it demonstrates conditions where algorithmic

biases can have a negative long-term impact on profits and demand for services when consumer

word-of-mouth is activated by biased algorithmic service decisions.

Our second contribution is to the literature on differential service treatment of consumers

(Haenlein, Kaplan, and Schoder 2006; Haenlein and Kaplan 2010, 2012). Some notable examples

include Homburg, Droll, and Totzek (2008), which shows that prioritizing selected groups of

customers can be profitable and produce positive effects on customer relationships. Lepthien et al.
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(2017) finds that demarketing to deprioritized customers has negative effects on customer

relationships via the spread of negative word of mouth. In contrast, our work examines a different

part of the consumer journey by investigating the decision of whether or not to provide service to

the prospective consumer before she or he becomes a customer.

Our research also contributes to the marketing literature on discrimination. There is a prior

literature in transformative consumer research (Mick 2006; Pettigrew 2001) and transformative

service research (Anderson et al. 2010) that studies service discrimination’s impact on the

consumer. The impact can be in terms of self-concept, choice, consumption behavior, and

decision-making with regards to domains such as financing options (Bone, Christensen, and

Williams 2014), and consumer racial profiling (Crockett et al. 2003; Evett et al. 2013; Harris et al.

2005). There is another line of work that examines consumers discriminating against the service

providers, including a study of businesses selling “ethnic” French products in English-dominated

Canada (Ouellet 2007) and a study of consumer spending at retail outlets with demographically

dissimilar employees (Leonard et al. 2010). Our study differs from these in that we investigate

service discrimination from the viewpoint of, and impact on, the firm.

Our fourth contribution is to the statistical discrimination literature. We provide a novel

theory on how consumer word-of-mouth can arise from service discrimination and can

consequently impact long-term demand and profits. To the best of our knowledge, our study may

be the first to do so. Furthermore, our model is a dynamic model of statistical discrimination,

which are relatively sparse in the literature (Fang and Moro 2011). Extant dynamic discrimination

research examine the cost-based, supply-side impact (labor and employment) of discrimination on

the profit function (Antonovics 2006; Bjerk 2008; Blume 2005, 2006; Bohren et al. 2017; Craig

and Fryer 2017; Fryer 2007). Our model of the demand-side dynamics of discrimination

differentiates it from prior dynamic models of statistical discrimination.

Our research employs a mixed-methods approach. Our integrated analytical/agent-based

model of service discrimination models the decision-making algorithm a service provider uses to

determine whether or not to provide service to a prospective consumer. Our findings apply to
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service contexts that meet four criteria: 1) consumers can be segmented based on an observable

attribute into distinct groups; 2) firms have uncertainty about the quality (e.g., profitability) of the

prospective consumer before providing service to the consumer; 3) to form an expectation of the

consumer’s quality, firms use information about both the individual consumer and the group of

which she or he is a member (what we define as Group-Aware firms–in contrast, we define

Group-Blind firms as those that do not use group information); 4) firms screen prospective

consumers based on expected quality and ultimately select which consumers to serve. For

example, our framework could apply to a scenario in which a property manager uses an algorithm

to decide whether or not to rent an apartment to a prospective tenant, a manager uses an algorithm

to assess whether to allow a prospective member to join an exclusive club, or a bank uses an

algorithm to determine whether to offer a loan to an applicant. Some of the many examples of

additional services in which providers may decision-making algorithms to screen prospective

consumers include law enforcement and judicial services, healthcare, and educational services.

Our research findings suggest that while Group-Aware service algorithms are perhaps more

profitable in the short-run, they can backfire over the long-run, due to the effects of

word-of-mouth and competition. Our research provides insight into how variance in consumer

quality and measurement error can drive the emergence of discrimination, even if the firm’s

algorithms are not inherently prejudiced. Large measurement error in detecting consumer quality

exacerbates service discrimination, while large variance in consumer quality attenuates it. This

research suggests remedies that involve reducing error in measuring consumer quality and/or

reducing the role that group membership information plays in assessing a consumer’s quality

(profitability). We elaborate on these themes in the remainder of the paper as follows: first we

present our theoretical model and propose a formal definition of discrimination in service. Then,

we present an agent-based model (ABM) to go beyond the limitations of the analytical model: the

ABM enables investigation into emergent macro-phenomena from the micro implications of the

analytical model. With the ABM, we investigate the long-term impact of service discrimination

and its interaction with competition and word-of-mouth. Finally, we conclude with a discussion
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of the policy, managerial, and consumer implications of our findings.

DOES ALGORITHMIC DISCRIMINATION PAY IN THE SHORT

RUN?

The analytical portion of our model extends work by Nobel Prize winner Edmund Phelps

(1972). We refer the reader to that paper and Aigner and Cain (1977) for details of that model and

its derivations. Our model could apply to business contexts such as rentals, insurance, or club

memberships, but we choose to ground it in a bank lending context because of the substantial

empirical evidence of service discrimination in this domain (Blanchard et al. 2008; Ladd 1998;

Ferguson and Peters 1995). However, we intend the bank lending context to be only an illustrative

example used to facilitate understanding of the model, as our research is more general and does

not focus on the financial lending industry, per se.

We model a bank’s decision of whether to offer a loan to each applicant i. We assume that

the bank uses an algorithm to determine which applicants receive loans. It is important to

emphasize that we do not examine the separate decision of what price to charge for the service.

For this reason, we assume that the loan amount and interest rate are exogenous. We acknowledge

that a service provider may choose to provide service at varying prices to prospective consumers

(such as a bank algorithm offering different interest rates to different loan consumers that vary in

risk profiles). In such cases, price discrimination becomes relevant. That is not the scenario we

assume here. For those interested in the topic of price discrimination, we refer readers to

Bergemann et al. (2015), Narasimhan (1984), and Varian (1989) for excellent insights into this

area.

We assume that each applicant i is a member of one and only one of two groups j ∈ {H,L},

a high (H) or low (L) quality group. Groups are determined by some attribute that is observable to

the algorithm (e.g., education, occupation, ethnicity, gender, location, etc.). Quality (Qi j) is a

latent attribute of the consumer that is directly related to achieving the firm’s objective function.
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Quality, as we define it here, only pertains to the individual’s value to the firm, not to the person’s

inherent worth as an individual. In for-profit contexts such as this, quality can be interpreted as

the applicant’s true profitability to the bank. At the group level, the mean quality (A j) of the

applicants within a group define whether the group is high or low. However, individual applicant

quality can vary within a group. We assume there is inequality between the groups, where

AH > AL > 0(1)

Examples of differences in quality between groups in some contexts could be upper versus lower

social class, men versus women, racial, ethnic, or religious majorities versus minorities,

college-educated versus less-educated, east-side of town vs. west side of town, etc. We define the

difference between two groups as Inequality = AH−AL.

We assume that the algorithm uses locally available information (i.e., data on applicants at

the focal bank only), is not forward-looking, and does not have knowledge of the bank’s

competitors’ information or beliefs. We believe these are reasonable assumptions based on what

we learned from interviews with loan analysts at financial institutions. Their primary sources of

information used in loan decisions include the applicant’s credit score, credit history, current

income and assets. Interviews with loan analysts consistently supported these assumptions in

stating that they used their institutional historical data from past applicants and loan recipients to

evaluate current applicants in the decision-making process. They did not use information from

competing financial institutions, nor did they look at future trends of applicant groups in making

loan decisions.

We assume that the algorithm uses a Bayesian learning approach (Ching et al. 2013; Erdem

and Keane 1996; Roberts and Urban 1988) to learn from bank applicant data about the quality of

individual consumers as well as their groups over time. We assume that the algorithm’s objective

is to maximize profit by offering loans only to applicants whose quality, Qi j, exceeds a threshold

Qmin. The threshold Qmin, assumed to be exogenous, is the quality of the marginal consumer
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whose true profitability is 0 to the firm. We assume that Qi j is normally distributed1 around group

j’s mean quality, A j. Since the algorithm cannot observe Qi j before making a service decision,

the loan algorithm forms an expectation of Qi j by using available information about the applicant

(in the banking context, this can be credit history, net worth, income, debt, employment history,

etc.). We assume all applicant information, outside of group membership, is summarized in a

single score, Si j, which is a noisy measure of Qi j. The relationships between A j, Qi j, and Si j are

as follows:

Qi j = A j +υi j, υi j ∼N (0,σ2
q j
)(2a)

Si j | Qi j = Qi j + εi j, εi j ∼N (0,σ2
ε j
), where υi j ⊥⊥ εi j(2b)

Si j ∼N (A j,σ
2
q j
+σ

2
ε j
)(2c)

Because Si j has error, the algorithm may supplement the score with information about the group

of which applicant i is a member. Although each group’s true mean (A j) and variance (σ2
q j

) of

quality are unknown, we assume that their distributions are known and that the algorithm uses that

information to form a prior distribution. The prior could be uninformative, or it could be based on

bank historical data, research conducted on the consumer market, or managerial experience.

As a result, the algorithm’s expectation of Qi j | Si j is a weighted combination of information

about the individual applicant (Si j) and the expectation of the mean quality of the group that

applicant i belongs to (Â j):

E(Qi j | Si j) = γ jSi j +(1− γ j)Â j

where γ j =
σ̂2

q j

σ̂2
q j
+σ2

ε j

(3)

The quantity γ j is known as the reliability of a measurement in classical score theory (Novick

1965). It indicates how much reliance is placed on information about the individual applicant,

1We find that our results are robust to other distribution specifications. See Web Appendix B for more detail.
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captured in score Si j, as opposed to information about the group, captured in mean quality Ai j.

The score reliability has important properties that highlight the impact that variation in quality

(σ̂2
q j

) and score measurement error (σ2
ε j

) have on the algorithm’s expectations of consumer quality.

Increasing variation in consumer quality or decreasing variation in score measurement error

increases the score reliability (γ j). As score reliability increases, the algorithm places increasing

weight on the consumer’s individual information (Si j) and less on group information (Â j).

The graph in Figure 1 visually displays an example of the model using a range of 450 - 650

for Si j (score) on the x-axis and a matching range on the y-axis for expected quality values,

conditional on score: E(Qi j | Si j). The solid and dashed parallel lines are graphs of Equation (3):

the algorithm’s expectation of quality of H and L applicants respectively. In this example, the two

groups have the same score reliability, γ = γH = γL = .5., where ÂH = 723, and ÂL = 640 .

[Insert Figure 1 about here.]

The gray line at the 45◦ arc has a slope of γ = 1. This is where Si j perfectly measures Qi j without

error. At this value, the algorithm has no need for group information Â j to form an expectation of

consumer i’s quality. As measurement error is introduced, however, γ j decreases. As γ j→ 0, the

regression representing the algorithm’s expectation of applicant quality rotates clockwise towards

a horizontal line with intercept Â j. At its limit, γ = 0 and the consumer’s score Si j no longer has

weight–the algorithm has a monolithic belief about group j’s members: E(Qi j | Si j) = Â j for all i.

The algorithm’s expected profit from a single loan is

E(πi j | Si j) =


E(Qi j | Si j)−Qmin when E(Qi j | Si j)> Qmin

0 otherwise
(4)

Consequently, the realized profit from a loan is

πi j = Qi j−Qmin(5)
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The realized profit function is driven by the assumption that the true quality (e.g., value to firm or

profitability) of consumer i is realized after she consumes the service. Note that the realization of

profit can be negative. It is possible that after the consumer consumes the service, her revealed

true quality falls short of the Qmin the firm needs to be profitable.

If the algorithm uses group information as well as the consumer’s score to form expectations

about each applicant, then the algorithm uses a service policy where it offers a loan to applicants

whose score, Si j, exceeds a minimum score criterion for their group. We subsequently refer to this

service policy as the Group-Aware policy. Alternatively, we define a Group-Blind service policy

as one where the algorithm ignores group information and uses a single score criterion, regardless

of group membership. We derive the Group-Aware minimum score criterion for each group, Smin
j ,

by setting Equation (3) equal to Qmin and rearranging terms.

Smin
j = Qmin +(Qmin− Â j)

(
1− γ j

γ j

)
(6)

In Figure 1, the Group-Aware minimum score criteria of the example model are located at the

vertical dotted lines labeled “H Min. Score (Smin
H )” and “L Min. Score (Smin

L )”. Note that these

vertical lines intersect with a horizontal dashed line labeled “Profit Threshold (Qmin)” at the top

right corner of the graph. Each intersection point is precisely where the expected quality of a

member of the given group, conditional on score, is equal to the Qmin that represents the

marginally profitable consumer.

In contrast, the Group-Blind algorithm ignores group membership and aggregates all

applicant information to form expectations of quality and a single minimum score criterion, Smin
all

(not shown on the graph). Because we assume that the errors associated with Qi j and Si j | Qi j are

independent of each other (see Equation (2b)), aggregation of the two groups has no impact on

σ2
ε . However, aggregation does impact the mean and variation in consumer quality. The overall

mean (Âall) and variance (σ̂2
qall

) of applicant quality are a combination of the mean and variance

of quality of the L-group and H-group members. They are weighted by the proportion of total
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applicants represented by each group. Consequently, the minimum score criterion of applicants

under the Group-Blind policy is as follows:

Smin
all = Qmin +

(
Qmin− Âall

)(1− γall

γall

)
(7)

Thus far, the algorithm we have described has taken a profit-maximizing, non-prejudiced

approach to forming a service policy. So where is the discrimination in service? We formalize our

definition of discrimination in service (Di) as follows:

Definition Algorithmic discrimination in service occurs when the decision-making service

algorithm treats two consumers with the same score and who are equal in value to the firm (i.e.,

consumers with the same quality) differently just because they are members of different groups. It

is equivalently defined as the service algorithm’s change in treatment of consumer i if consumer i

changes group membership, conditional on maintaining the same quality and score.

Discrimination (Di) is defined as

Di = E(Qi,H | S∗i ,Q∗i )−E(Qi,L | S∗i ,Q∗i )

= (γH− γL)Q∗i +
[
(1− γH)ÂH− (1− γL)ÂL

]
where S∗i = Si,H = Si,L and Q∗i = Qi,H = Qi,L

(8)

The graph in Figure 1 shows by example the magnitude of discrimination for consumers with a

score S∗i = 550. When γH 6= γL, there is a critical quality level QD0
2 where consumers of that

quality do not experience discrimination. any consumer with quality level Q∗i = QD0 will

experience no discrimination. Their quality level is Q∗i = QD0 =
(1−γL)ÂL−(1−γH)ÂH

(γH−γL)
. However,

other consumers with quality levels higher or lower than QD0 experience discrimination at

magnitudes that increase in absolute value the further away quality is from QD0. If γH = γL = γ ,

however, then the magnitude of discrimination is constant across all consumers. Under this

2QD0 =
(1−γL)ÂL−(1−γH )ÂH

(γH−γL)
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condition, Equation (8) simplifies to Di = (1− γ)
(
ÂH− ÂL

)
.

While Phelps (1972) implies that each group will have its own service threshold to receive

service, we extend the Phelps model in the following findings that provide additional insights (see

Web Appendix A for proof):

Proposition 1 Let Smin
j be the minimum service criterion for prospective consumers from group

j ∈ {H,L}. Typically, the L-group consumers must meet a higher minimum service criterion than

H-group consumers to receive the same service at Group-Aware firms. However, when both

groups are expected, on average, to be profitable or both groups are expected to be unprofitable,

then the ordinal relationship could reverse, where the H-group has the higher service criterion,

under the following conditions:

1. If both groups, on average, are expected to be profitable, and if consumer heterogeneity of

the L-group is sufficiently low compared to the heterogeneity of the H-group, then H-group

consumers must meet a higher service criterion than L-group consumers to receive the

same service at Group-Aware firms (i.e., Smin
L < Smin

H ).

2. If both groups, on average, are expected to be unprofitable, and if consumer heterogeneity

of the L-group is sufficiently high compared to the heterogeneity of the H-group, then

H-group consumers must meet a higher service criterion than L-group consumers to receive

the same service at Group-Aware firms.

Consistent with prior statistical discrimination models, in most cases the service provider has a

higher service criterion for L-group consumers than for H-group consumers. However, we bring

additional insight to this assertion beyond Phelps (1972) and subsequent literature. We highlight

conditions where the reverse is true: the H-group has the higher service criterion (Smin
L < Smin

H ).

This occurs when both groups, on average, are profitable to the firm and

σ̂2
qL

< σ∗ = σ̂2
qH

(
ÂL−Qmin

ÂH−Qmin

)
. It also occurs when both groups, on average, are unprofitable to

the firm and σ̂2
qL

> σ∗.
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The intuition behind these results is as follows: in the case where both groups, on average,

are profitable (i.e., Qmin < ÂL < ÂH), if heterogeneity in the L-group is sufficiently low relative to

the heterogeneity of the H-group, then the firm trades off the greater profitability of the H-group

in favor of the lower uncertainty of the L-group (i.e., σ̂2
qL

< σ∗). Analogously, in the case where

both groups are unprofitable (i.e., ÂL < ÂH < Qmin), the firm trades off smaller losses of the

H-group for greater uncertainty of the L-group (i.e., σ̂2
qL

> σ∗). It is important to note that in the

third possible case where the H-group is profitable and the L-group is unprofitable, (i.e.,

ÂL ≤ Qmin < ÂH) , the L-group’s minimum service criterion is always higher than the H-group.

Illustrative examples of regions of the criterion state space where these relationships hold can be

found in Web Appendix C.

Consequently, we find that it can be profitable, in the short-run, to discriminate. The average

per period (short-term) profits are greater from a Group-Aware service policy than from a

Group-Blind one (see Web Appendix A for proof):

Proposition 2 On average, it is more profitable for a service provider to have a service criterion

for each consumer group (Group-Aware service policy) than to have a single service criterion for

all consumers (Group-Blind service policy).

It is important to note here that this finding is conditional on the assumption that the focal firm is

a monopoly. As prior literature has suggested, allowance for competition can reverse this effect

(Becker 1957). We further support this assertion under a novel competitive context involving

consumer word-of-mouth in our agent-based model, which we further elaborate upon later in this

paper.

Taking the derivative of Di in Equation (8) with respect to σ2
ε , σ̂2

q , and γ yields the following

proposition:

Proposition 3 Let each group j ∈ {H,L} have the same magnitude of consumer heterogeneity

(σ2
q ) and measurement error (σ2

ε ). Then the following is true:

1. Discrimination (Di) in service increases as the magnitude of measurement error of
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consumer quality (σ2
ε ) increases.

2. Discrimination in service decreases as consumer heterogeneity within each group (σ2
q )

increases.

The intuition behind this proposition is that the greater the inequality between two groups,

the greater the difference between the algorithm’s expectations of the quality of two consumers

who are equal in true quality from each group. However, the greater the reliability of individual

consumer information in assessing quality, the less the algorithm will rely on group information

to form an expectation. Reliability of individual information improves when there is more

information about members within a group (i.e., more intra-group variation in consumer quality)

and when there is decreased error in measuring the quality of individuals. Increased reliance on

the consumer’s score/decreased reliance on group information leads to decreased discrimination.

Table 1 presents a summary of the findings from our analytical model.

[Insert Table 1 about here.]

The analytical model provides insight on how variation in consumer quality and

measurement error can have a direct impact on the magnitude of discrimination in service. It also

highlights how changes in group quality over time can change not only the variation in the quality

of the group, but also the magnitude of discrimination that they experience. However, what the

analytical model does not address is the potential response of customers via word-of-mouth to the

algorithm-driven service policies. Furthermore, we want to examine this in the context of

competition, which provides an outside option to the consumer. This is central to our research

question. To investigate this, we next examine the impact of dynamic consumer word-of-mouth

(WOM) and its interaction with competition as an outside option for those consumers.

Although the dynamics of competitive effects could be potentially captured in an extension

of the analytical model, competition’s interaction with the social dynamics of consumers in a

network is harder to analyze analytically. To investigate these, we turn to agent-based modeling

(ABM), which is well-suited to handle this modeling challenge because of its ability to simulate
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interacting individual agents who autonomously behave based on their own rule-based system.

The ABM will enable us to more easily model the dynamics of consumer WOM in a network

structure and their interactions with competing banks with competing service policies.

DOES ALGORITHMIC DISCRIMINATION PAY IN THE LONG RUN?

Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a research tool that enables the researcher to simulate the

behavior and interactions of autonomous individual agents (people, organizations, etc.) to analyze

emergent macro phenomena. It is often used to understand the dynamics of collective patterns in

a complex system (Delre, Broekhuizen, and Bijmolt 2016a; Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller

2001b, 2010; Rand and Rust 2011). By using both ABM and analytical modeling in a

complimentary fashion, we leverage the strengths of each (full parameter space exploration for

analytical modeling, modeling of complex interactions for ABM) to answer our research

questions more fully than by using one or the other alone (Peres and Van den Bulte 2014). ABMs

can be used for two different purposes. One purpose is to use an ABM as an extension of an

econometric model. In such applications, careful validation of all the input parameters is essential

(e.g., see Libai, Muller, and Peres 2013). An alternative use, however, is to use an ABM as an

extension of an analytical model in order to show directional results of how variables affect

outcomes (Delre, Panico, and Wierenga 2016b). This reflects our purpose. However, we still

strive to use realistic, data-justified values where possible. In that spirit, in the next section we

discuss our use of ABM to investigate the long-run implications from our findings.

To analyze the dynamics of algorithmic discrimination in service, we employ a 28 full

factorial design (256 separate simulations) in the agent-based model (ABM). The ABM models

supply and demand for loans in a simulated city. The city contains four competing banks and a

population of 200 consumers comprised of people from an H-group or L-group. Banks and

consumers are randomly distributed throughout the geographic area. Based on the distributional

assumptions used in the analytical model, the ABM randomly assigns quality and credit score

attributes to consumers. Each bank has one algorithm. Two randomly-determined banks have a
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Group-Aware service policy (a minimum score criterion for each population group) while the

other two have a Group-Blind service policy (a single minimum score criterion). This allows us to

examine competition and its impact on consumer demand and firm profits over time in the

ecosystem. Becker (1957) theorized that market forces can ultimately drive out firm

discriminatory behavior if non-discriminatory competitors exist. We test the spirit of this theory

by including firms in the ABM ecosystem that employ a group-blind minimum score criterion. In

each time period in the ABM, a random selection of consumers applies for a loans. These

applicants select one and only one bank in any given period based on their utility from the bank

(to be elaborated on shortly). Subsequently, each bank algorithm offers loans to applicants with

scores exceeding the minimum score criterion determined by bank service policy. Algorithms use

historical data of past applicants to update their beliefs about group mean quality levels and to set

new minimum score criteria in each period. Each applicant retains a history of loan applications

and rejection/acceptance outcomes. Banks cannot observe each applicant’s history, but consumers

can observe the application history of other consumers in their network.

In the primary ABM, we implement a complete network (i.e., a fully connected network), a

network structure where all consumers are connected to all other consumers. This network

structure has been used extensively in the marketing literature (Bass 1969; Goldenberg et al.

2010; Rand and Rust 2011). To test robustness of the model with respect to network structure, we

also ran ABM simulations based on an Erdös - Rényi random network Erdös and Rényi (1959)

and a Barabasi-Albert preferential attachment network Barabási and Albert (1999). For a random

network, the probability that two consumers are connected is equally likely across all consumers.

For a preferential attachment network, some consumers are disproportionately more likely to be

connected than other consumers. Both alternative network structures are widely used in the

literature (Rand and Rust 2011; Wilensky and Rand 2015). We find that all three network

structures produce qualitatively similar results in our investigation. The remainder of the paper

reports results based on the complete network structure. However, the interested reader can find

more detail on the robustness analysis of network structure in Web Appendix D.
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The ABM uses combinations of high and low values for each of the eight factors. Three of

the eight factors come directly from the analytical model: intra-group quality variance,

measurement error variance, and degree of inequality (σ̂2
qt , σ2

εt , and Inequalityt = ÂH,t− ÂL,t).

We test both static and dynamic inequality conditions over time. In simulations with dynamic

inequality, we allow ÂL to grow at a rate of .16% per period3 while holding ÂH fixed.

The remaining five factors are assimilation, population mix, number of applicants, and two

aspects of word-of-mouth (WOM). Assimilation can be thought of as adopting observable

characteristics or cultural practices associated with the H-group. We expect that greater degrees of

assimilation reduce discrimination. Assimilation reduces the chance that an L-group member is

identifiable as L-group because the person possesses attributes of both the H-group and L-group.

For example, a religious minority who attends a bank loan interview dressed in a business suit

(characteristic of the H-group majority) may experience less discrimination than if he attends in

traditional religious garb. We operationalize assimilation in the ABM model by varying the

proportion of characteristics (in terms of mean quality) that the L-group shares with the H-group

(0% vs. 50%).

Varying the population mix of the applicant pool allows us to test whether the frequency of

exposure to applicants impacts discrimination in service. An increased balance in population mix

– a 50/50 split in two populations represents perfect balance – increases the algorithm’s exposure

to members of both groups. More exposure provides the algorithm with more information. We

operationalize population mix in the ABM by varying the percentage of population that is

H-group (9% vs. 63%)4. The lower percentage of 9% represents a less balanced population. We

predict that the magnitude of discrimination will be lower when the H-group population

represents 63% of the population mix. This is because a 63/37 population mix is much closer to a

balanced population than a 9/91 split. Discrimination decreases because the algorithm has more

information from both groups about consumer quality.

3Based on the annual growth rate of average Black wealth relative to Whites from 1967 to 2010 in the U.S. Source–
Pew Research Center

4Based on the percentage of the population that is White in South Africa and U.S respectively. Source: South
African National Census of 2011 and 2011 Pew Research Center Report
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Varying the intensity of demand allows us to test how demand for service impacts service

discrimination. We operationalize this by varying the percentage of the city population that

applies for a loan in each ABM time period (20% vs. 80%). We posit that a greater frequency of

applications would lead to less service discrimination. A greater frequency of applications

provides banks with more information. More information should improve variation in quality

over time and thus decrease discrimination. This scenario reflects potential differences between

highly trafficked banks (e.g. city banks) versus less trafficked banks (e.g. rural banks), even after

controlling for other factors like population mix.

We investigate how the final factor, consumer word-of-mouth (WOM), affects demand for

services over time. Prior literature has established that WOM can have strong influence on

consumer choice (Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2001a; Libai, Muller, and Peres 2013; Trusov,

Bucklin, and Pauwels 2009). Our model assumes that loan applicants are utility-maximizing.

Utility for bank b has an inverse relationship with distance (Distib) between applicant i and bank

b, and it increases with i’s assessment of her probability of receiving a loan from the bank. The

inclusion of distance as a factor in the utility function is consistent with models in the consumer

store choice literature (e.g., Huff 1964; Rust and Donthu 1995). We account for additional

unobservable factors that influence an applicant’s utility with an extreme-value distributed error

term, εibt .

WOM about banks is an important factor in each consumer’s bank selection. Each consumer

in the ABM “talks” to other consumers in her network to find out who has received loans and

from which banks. We operationalize WOM through each consumer’s ability to access the

application history of other consumers in their network. WOM utility that applicant i has for

applying to bank b is driven by applicant i’s assessed probability that she will be offered a loan

from bank b at time t (PWOM
ibt = Pr(Loanibt | α,wi)). The probability is equal to the proportion of

the applicant’s social ties that has received loan offers from bank b weighted by the strength of the

social connection between i and each social tie k. Consistent with prior research, strong ties have

a greater probability of affecting an individual’s choice than weak ties (Brown and Reingen
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1987). The strength of the social connection is measured as the inverse of the distance (Socik)

between i and k in the simulated city. WOM is also weighted by whether the source of WOM is

an in-group vs. out-group member. For example, if i is a member of the squares group in the

ABM, then i considers other squares as in-group sources of WOM and triangles as out-group

sources. Extant literature has shown that consumers give consideration to in-group versus

out-group sources of WOM (Podoshen 2006; Lam et al. 2009; Uslu et al. 2013).

We vary α ≥ 1, the weight that consumers place on WOM received from in-group relative to

out-group sources, with input values of 1 vs 3 (based on Brown and Reingen (1987); Podoshen

(2006); Zhao and Xie (2011) findings). When α = 1, applicant i equally weights in-group and

out-sources of WOM. An α > 1 implies that i places greater weight on WOM from other

in-group ties. We also vary β , the weight that consumers place on WOM about bank b relative to

the weight placed on the distance to the bank Distib, with values 2 vs. 20 (based on Trusov,

Bucklin, and Pauwels (2009)). The utility that i has for applying to bank b at time t is as follows:

Uibt = βPWOM
ibt −Distib + εit , where

PWOM
ibt =

∑k wik 1(if b has ever offered a loan to k as of time t)
∑k wik

wik =
1+α 1(i,k ∈ j)

Socik

(9)

Each replication of the bank-applicant ecosystem runs for 300 time periods. Developed in the

NetLogo programming language (Wilensky 1999), the ABM generated over 15.7 million records

of data.

ABM Analysis and Results

We ran simulations that represent our primary ABM with the 28 full factorial design. This

ABM includes increases in the number of competing banks to two Group-Aware banks versus

two Group-Blind banks and additional variables mentioned in the prior section to examine the

robustness of our results in the face of realistic factors in a complex system. Consistent with
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Proposition 1.1, for example, the Group-Aware banks in the ABM are significantly more likely to

offer loans to H-group applicants than their L-group counterparts (Static Mean Quality:

−1.616, p < .001; Dynamic Mean Quality: −.801, p < .001). Consistent with Proposition 3,

decreases in measurement error decreases service discrimination (Static Mean Quality:

−24.118, p < .001; Dynamic Mean Quality: −14.720, p < .001)5. Lower intra-group variance

in quality increases the magnitude of discrimination (Static Mean Quality: 13.774, p < .001;

Dynamic Mean Quality: 16.706, p < .001). These results provide added confidence that the

ABM is appropriately simulating the micro-results from the analytical model.

Consistent with our prediction, the ABM results suggest that increases in the proportion of

the population that is H-group (moving from an imbalanced to a balanced, integrated society)

decrease discrimination (Static Mean Quality: −1.982, p < .001; Dynamic Mean Quality:

−9.214, p < .001). Recall that discrimination is measured as a difference in expected quality,

conditional on two consumers from two groups having the same quality and score. A greater

percentage of the population applying for loans increases discrimination (Static Mean Quality:

19.433, p < .001; Dynamic Mean Quality: 13.377, p < .001). Increased assimilation also has

the significant effect of decreasing discrimination (Static Mean Quality: 46.990, p < .001;

Dynamic Mean Quality: 33.980, p < .001). Recall that the degree of assimilation relates to the

proportion of characteristics, and thus mean quality level, that the L-group shares with the

H-group. The ABM results support the expectation that the more assimilated the L-group is, the

less the group is discriminated against in receiving service.

We find that WOM and competition can drive loss of applicant market share and long-term

profits. On average, Group-Blind banks have a significantly greater share of all applicants in the

market (Static Mean Quality: 52.4% vs. 47.6%, p < .001; Dynamic Mean Quality: 52.8% vs.

47.2%, p < .001). WOM also can have a large impact on long-term profits. We regressed

cumulative profits on Group, α (weight placed on in-group sources of WOM), β (weight placed

on WOM in general in the applicant’s utility function), and their interactions. We also included

5The dependent variable is an exact measure of discrimination based on Equation 8. Data has been 1% trimmed to
reduce the effect of extreme outliers of discrimination values.
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controls for other ABM simulation factors (ScoreLowVar, QualityLowVar, assimilation,

population mix, number of applicants). Consistent with findings from prior WOM literature

(Trusov et al. 2009; Libai et al. 2013), we find that WOM in general (β ) has a positive impact on

long-term profits (Static Mean Quality: $2,333.27, p < .001; Dynamic Mean Quality: $3,537.74,

p < .001). However, the interaction of WOM parameters with the Group dummy reveals that the

greater the weight consumers place on WOM in general, the more negative its impact on the

long-term profits of Group-Aware banks relative to Group-Blind banks (Static Mean

Quality: $-4,487.35, p < .001; Static Mean Quality: $-6,431.03, p < .001). Regarding the

weight placed on in-group sources of WOM (α), we find mixed statistical support for its impact

on profits. Overall, the weight on in-group sourced WOM has a directionally positive but not

statistically significant impact on long-term profits (Static Mean Quality: $1,460.26, p = .170;

Dynamic Mean Quality: $2,241.08, p < .091). However, its effect on Group-Aware banks’

long-term profits is negative and statistically significant (Static Mean Quality: $-2,597.01,

p = .085; Dynamic Mean Quality: $-4,176.76, p = .026)

Comparing Group-Aware and Group-Blind banks’ average short-term profits across all ABM

conditions, we find that the Group-Aware banks have, on average, higher profits per loan under

static mean quality conditions (Static Mean Quality: $72.83 Group-Aware vs. $69.05

Group-Blind, p < .001). This is consistent with our hypothesis in Proposition 2 which suggests

that discrimination is profitable in the short-run. However, under dynamic mean quality

conditions, we find directional but not statistically significant support (Dynamic Mean Quality:

$100.54 Group-Aware vs. $100.20 Group-Blind, p = .83). This is probably because the L-group

grows in mean quality throughout the simulation to eventually equal the H-group population by

the end of the simulation.

We have shown that short term profits are better when the service adopts a Group-Aware

policy. However, when we compare average Group-Aware and Group-Blind banks’ long-term

profits across all ABM conditions, we find a reversal. Figure 2 (see after Reference) shows

average cumulative profits of each type of bank across ABM conditions.
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[Insert Figure 2 about here.]

On average, Group-Blind banks have sizably greater cumulative profits than Group-Aware

banks (Static Mean Quality: $255,437.73 Group-Blind vs. $240,966.49 Group-Aware, p < .001;

Dynamic Mean Quality: $339,956.23 Group-Blind vs. $313,239.71 Group-Aware, p < .001). By

regressing cumulative profits on Group, time, time2, and their interactions, we find that while the

main effect on Group (representing Group-Aware banks) is negative but not significant, its

interaction with time indicates that Group-Aware bank profits substantially erode over time (Static

Mean Quality: $-134.73, p < .05; Dynamic Mean Quality: $-196.93, p < .01).

We also ran a series of additional ABM simulations and analyses to check the robustness of

our results and to further understand the impact of WOM and competition on the outcome. We

have included details of the analysis in Web Appendix F. These simulations provide additional

support for our findings: the interaction of WOM and competition causes the reversal of profit in

favor of Group-Blind banks. Table 2 summarizes the key results from the ABM analysis.

[Insert Table 2 about here.]

First, we simulated a city with only one bank (a monopoly scenario). Comparing the

monopoly scenario with a Group-Aware bank versus one with a Group-Blind bank, we find that

the Group-Aware bank is significantly more profitable (first row in Table 2). This is consistent

with Proposition 2’s assertion that Group-Aware banks are more profitable. Then we simulated a

city with two banks who compete with the same service policies (i.e., Group-Aware vs

Group-Aware banks and Group-Blind vs. Group-Blind banks). There is no WOM among the

consumers in this scenario. We find no significant difference in profit between the two banks in

this scenario. We next simulated a city with two banks competing with alternative service

policies. Although the Group-Aware bank is directionally more profitable, we find no significant

differences in profit (third row in Table 2). Next, we ran all competitive scenarios mentioned with

consumer WOM. In all cases we find no statistical difference in profits except in the scenario of

competing alternative service policies and the presence of consumer WOM. In this scenario, we
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find that Group-Blind banks earn significantly more than Group-Aware banks. This outcome

supports the conclusion that in the long-run, myopically profitable, rationally-based algorithmic

discrimination does not pay.

DISCUSSION

Summary

Our study shows how discrimination in service can emerge from algorithmic

decision-making designed with no prejudicial intent. Such decision-making implies that

discrimination can be profitable in the short-run, but we show that it can become unprofitable in

the long-run. This is especially true if consumer word-of-mouth is extensive, as is increasingly

the case, given modern social media. Although many associate discrimination with race,

ethnicity, and gender, our theory and findings should apply equally to contexts beyond these

categories. They should apply to any service scenario where the decision-making algorithm 1)

can segment consumers based on an observable attribute into distinct groups; 2) has uncertainty

about the quality (e.g., profitability) of the prospective consumer before providing service to the

consumer; 3) forms an expectation of the consumer’s quality by using information about both the

individual consumer and the group of which she or he is a member; 4) screens prospective

consumers based on expected quality, and ultimately selects which consumers to serve. For

example, consider how our theory applies to the scenario of the algorithm that makes

recommendations on whether to rent the luxury apartment to a 18-year old man versus a 65-year

old man. Or perhaps the apartment rental algorithm decides between a 65-year old garbage man

versus a 65-year old business man who have equal net worth. Service decisions such as these, in

isolation, may seem to have little impact on firm profits. But the macro social patterns that can

emerge from service decisions that rely on group information can produce discriminatory

outcomes with negative long-term profit implications.
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Theoretical Contributions

Our research provides the following theoretical contributions to the literature: First, we

examine the critical role that variance plays in the emergence and persistence of service

discrimination. Our research shows that service discrimination can arise from low intra-group

variation in consumer quality and high measurement error of consumer quality. Second, our

findings demonstrate that temporal changes in group mean quality level can potentially improve

or exacerbate service discrimination. We find conditions where an L-group can experience

increasing discrimination despite its improving mean quality levels over time. This is of concern

because historically L-groups have been improving in quality over time in the U.S. Third, we

show that if word-of-mouth is influential, and if competition can provide outside options to

consumers, then a Group-Aware service policy using a minimum score criterion can be more

profitable in the short-run, but less profitable in the long run compared to a Group-blind service

policy. This matters because a myopic firm can be led down a damaging path by short-term

profitability when using group information in its service decisions.

Implications for Policymakers

Our findings suggest that potential discriminatory outcomes from decision-making

algorithms can generate word-of-mouth that impacts long-term consumer demand and profits for

firms. Consequently, our research has multiple public policy implications. First, it has

implications for methods to detect potential cases where decision-making algorithms are

producing disparate impact on affected groups of consumers. A salient example is the case of the

Apple Card, which is the story we began this paper with. As aforementioned, the volume of

digital word-of-mouth (tweets) attracted the attention of New York financial regulators and

motivated them to launch an investigation into whether the Apple Card algorithm is

discriminatory in its credit decisions. Determining where to look for potentially discriminatory

outcomes of algorithmic decisions is in itself a difficult task. Our research suggests that

word-of-mouth could be a potential bellweather for regulators in the interest of detecting potential
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incidents of algorithmic discrimination in service, such as was the case in the Apple Card.

Furthermore, U.S. laws such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Credit Opportunity

Act, and the Fair Housing Act strive to protect consumers from discrimination in service.

However, the task of identifying and proving existence of discrimination when enforcing these

laws has been a difficult and controversial one. For example, in May, 2018 the U.S. President

signed Congress’ joint resolution to strike down the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

(CFPB) agency’s Bulletin, “Indirect Auto Lending and Compliance with the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act”. Deregulation of auto lending practices was the primary motivation of the

resolution. This bulletin, designed to curb discriminatory auto lending practices, provided

guidance to auto lenders regarding compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau (2020). Congress struck down the bulletin because of the belief that

the guidance actually impeded auto lenders’ abilities to provide auto lending service. Striking

down the bulletin significantly restricted the CFPB’s ability to enforce ECOA and provided auto

lenders the leeway to use different score cutoffs for different groups (Merle 2018). This is a

public policy debate for which our research is relevant. One reason given for repealing the rule

concerns the controversy regarding the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s method of

determining whether discrimination exists in the first place (Hayashi 2018). Our research theory,

definition of discrimination, and our findings can provide a framework for developing tools to

detect and measure discrimination. Furthermore, the same framework could be the basis of

measurement for litigation cases of consumer discrimination.

It also has implications for the push by some policymakers for algorithmic transparency. The

notion behind this concept is that if algorithm code is available for public examination and

commentary, the algorithm owner will have the incentive to ensure the fairness of the algorithm

itself. Furthermore, those that examine the code will be in a stronger position to challenge the

algorithm owner if its found to be unfair, thereby increasing the owner’s accountability. However,

our research suggests that it is not clear whether such a policy would have prevented the disparate

impact outcomes and subsequent demand shifts as a result of the algorithm. This is because
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public investigation may have found that the algorithm seems reasonable since it is based on the

logic that the algorithm seeks to maximize profit and appears to be rational in its attempt to

minimize risk: both reasonable pursuits for business.

Implications for Managers

These findings have important managerial implications for firms that meet the conditions of

our research. In cases where group information is not part of the objective function, but is merely

used to minimize information uncertainty, then our findings may apply. Furthermore, our findings

apply to markets where 1) consumers do place value on word-of-mouth in their decision-making

about services and 2) there is an outside option for the consumer in the form of an alternative

service provider that ignores group information. If the necessary conditions are relevant for a

firm, then our findings suggest that the firm may want to consider the following

recommendations. This is especially true in the current digital age, in which word-of-mouth has a

strong and pervasive presence through digital media.

First, we recommend that firms that use a Group-Aware policy and meet the conditions

outlined should consider the long-term benefits of switching to a Group-Blind service policy

where group membership information is ignored. We have shown that employing a Group-Blind

service policy can provide a competitive advantage. It may initially seem that a Group-Aware

service policy is optimal because such a service policy provides the decision-making service

algorithm an effective device to screen out risky consumers and identify profitable ones. However,

we have shown that such a policy can produce discrimination in service that erodes profits and

market share over time. Because of strong word-of-mouth effects, consumers can learn from each

other which firms are unlikely to provide favorable service conditions to them. If services with

Group-Blind policies are available as competitive alternatives, L-group consumers in macro may

switch their preferences for these services over time. If sufficient numbers of H-group consumers

also patronize Group-Blind services as well, this trajectory could produce conditions where

Group-Blind firms enjoy a profit advantage. Although discriminatory practices may seem
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profitable in the short term, they can damage service demand and profits in the long-run.

However, if the firm must use a Group-Aware policy, then we recommend that the firm

consider measuring and monitoring the degree to which there is service discrimination, as well as

its impact on profits. Furthermore, we recommend that Group-Aware firms invest in methods of

measurement error reduction such as developing advanced methods of measuring consumer

quality or more sophisticated predictive models that improve accuracy in predicting consumer

quality. This suggestion is attenuated by the fact that investment can engender a cost that may

alter the profit outcomes of our results, so the impact of such costs would have to be considered

carefully. The Group-Aware firm could also increase its exposure to consumer populations, which

could improve information about the mean and variance of group quality. For example, the firm

could purchase outside data about target markets to supplement its internal data. This could be a

way to reduce service discrimination by increasing the algorithm’s exposure to a potentially wider

range of consumer quality (i.e., increase data heterogeneity). By doing so, a firm can put itself on

the path to reducing algorithmic discrimination in service and increasing its profits over time.

Implications for Consumers

These findings also have consumer implications. Our findings imply that consumers seeking

less discriminatory experiences in service may seek services that are, by nature, Group-Blind. For

example, the auto insurer Root Insurance uses a Group-Blind approach to market its services to

consumers. In fact, a tagline on their website states “we use an app to rate drivers based on how

they actually drive—not just their demographics” (Root 2019). Another consumer implication

directly results from the knowledge that Group-Aware services are likely to have different service

criteria for groups that differ in mean quality. With this knowledge, if a consumer must seek

service from a Group-Aware service provider, he or she may choose to mask or omit his or her

information regarding group membership. Alternatively, the consumer could seek the provider

that has the most favorable minimum score criterion for his or her group. The consumer could

also improve her outcome by acquiring attributes of the H-group (assimilation) when seeking
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service. For example, the man seeking to rent the luxury apartment may have a better service

experience by providing more information associated with H-group attributes (e.g, type of car he

drives) than he otherwise would, regardless of his age or occupation.

Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research

There are limitations to this research which suggest many ways that researchers can broaden

our knowledge on this topic. For example, our theory assumes that consumers are members of

only one population group. In reality, a consumer can be a member of multiple groups, some of

which may be high quality groups while others may not (e.g., a wealthy entrepreneur who has no

high-school or college degree). It would be interesting to explore the boundaries of our theory

under conditions where consumers may have two or more group memberships with varying levels

of mean quality. A second limitation is that we assume in our theory that algorithms continuously

update expectations using historical information available about consumers who have sought their

service. Although we have found qualitative support in our interviews that this can happen in loan

services, this may not be true in all service contexts. A promising avenue for future research is

investigating how varying the frequency of updates and varying the historical window of data

about consumers can affect decision-making algorithm’s expectations. A great deal of work is

still needed to fully understand the nature and boundaries of service discrimination, but we

believe that the theoretical framework created here serves as a starting point to exploring these

and many more questions about the effects of algorithmic discrimination in service.

Conclusion

We had three goals at the outset of the research discussed in this paper: 1) to examine how

service discrimination can emerge from algorithmic decision-making; 2) to investigate how

service discrimination interacts with consumer word-of-mouth to affect demand and profits; and

3) to explore public policy and managerial implications of algorithmic discrimination in service

outcomes. We did so by developing a theoretical model that illuminates the critical roles that
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variation in consumer quality and measurement error in detecting quality play in the emergence

and magnitude of discrimination in service. With our agent-based model, we showed the

long-term macro effects on profits when firm competition and consumer word-of-mouth

embedded in a complex system are taken into consideration. We found that although Group-Blind

service algorithms, that do not use consumer group membership information in its service

decisions, are less profitable than their Group-Aware competitors in the short-run, Group-Blind

service algorithms are more profitable in the long-run. This is because consumer word-of-mouth

drives consumers to select the most service-friendly alternatives among competitive options.

We provide managerial recommendations on reducing service discrimination’s

profit-damaging effects. This research emphasizes the long-term benefits of switching to a service

policy that does not use group identity information. However, for firms that must persist in using

group identity information, this research has additional recommendations which include

increasing investment in methods of measurement error reduction and increasing exposure to

consumers of different populations. By doing so, a firm could reduce algorithmic service

discrimination while improving its long-term profits and societal well-being.
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Table 1: Summary of Analytical Model Results
Proposition Result Implication

1.1 Under admissible conditions, L-group
consumers must meet a higher service cri-
terion than H-group consumers to receive
the same service.

The greater the inequality (AH −AL) be-
tween the H-group and the L-group, the
more likely L-group members will have to
meet a higher service criterion to receive
service.

1.2 Under admissible conditions, H-group
consumers must meet a higher service cri-
terion than L-group consumers to receive
the same service.

If the firm has uncertainty about the aver-
age quality of the L-group is low enough
relative to the H-group, then the firm will
trade off the profitability of the H-group
in favor of the lower uncertainty of the
L-group when setting service criteria for
groups.

2 It is more profitable for a service provider
to have a service criterion for each con-
sumer group (Group-Aware service pol-
icy) than to have a single service crite-
rion for all consumers (Group-Blind ser-
vice policy).

If the firm is a monopoly, it is more prof-
itable to discriminate.

3.1 Discrimination increases as the magni-
tude of measurement error of consumer
quality increases.

Greater accuracy in assessing individuals
results in less discrimination.

3.2 Discrimination in service decreases as
consumer heterogeneity within each
group increases.

More variation within a group results in
less discrimination.

Note: H = High mean quality; L = Low mean quality; quality = the customer’s value to the firm.
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Table 2: Comparison of Avg. Long-Run Profits from ABM Results
Competitive WOM More Significant

Scenario Present? Profitable? Difference?
Monopoly No Group-Aware Yes

Same Service Policies No NA No

Alternate Service Policies No Group-Aware No

Same Service Policies Yes NA No

Alternate Service Policies Yes Group-Blind Yes
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Figure 1: Analytical Model of Algorithmic Discrimination in Service
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Figure 2: Long-Term Profits: Group-Blind vs. Group-Aware Banks from ABM Analysis
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Web Appendix A: Analytical Proofs

Because Si j has error, the loan algorithm may supplement the score with information about

the group of which applicant i is a member. Although each group’s true mean (A j) and variance

(σ2
q j

) of quality are unknown, we assume that their distributions are known and that there is a

prior: a normal distribution for the mean, an inverse-gamma distribution for the variance, and a

normal-inverse-gamma joint distribution prior on the mean and variance. These assumptions are

consistent with normally distributed Bayesian updating models with unknown mean and variance

(Gill 2007), which results in the following Bayesian posteriors:

P(A j | σ2
q j
,S j)∼N

(
n0A j0 +n jS̄ j

n0 +n j
,

σ2
q j

n0 +n j

)

P(σ2
q j
| S j)∼I G

(
n0 +n j

2
,
n0σ2

q j0
+n jσ̄

2
q j
+

n0n j
n0+n j

(A j0− S̄ j)
2

2

)

where S̄ j =
1
n j

n j

∑
i=1

Si j and σ̄
2
q j
=

1
n j

n j

∑
i=1

(Si j− S̄ j)
2

{A j0,σ
2
q j0

,n0}= {priors on A j, and σ
2
q j

, and n j (number of data points), respectively}

(10)

Consequently, the means of the posterior distributions in Equations 10 are the loan officer’s

expectations of the mean and variance of the quality of group j:

E(A j | σ2
q j
,S j) = Â j =

n0A j0 +n jS̄ j

n0 +n j

E(σ2
q j
| S j) = σ̂

2
q j
=

n0σ2
q j0

+n jσ̄
2
q j
+

n0n j
n0+n j

(A j0− S̄ j)
2

n0 +n j

(11)

The score reliability has the following important properties:

0 < γ j < 1,
∂γ j

∂ σ̂2
q j

=
σ2

ε j

(σ̂2
q j
+σ2

ε j)
2 > 0, and

∂γ j

∂σ2
ε j

=
−σ̂2

q j

(σ̂2
q j
+σ2

ε j)
2 < 0(12)

Let pH and pL = 1− pH represent the proportion of all applicants that are members of the H
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and L groups respectively. Using the equations for pooled mean and variance, the mean quality,

variance in quality, score reliability, and

Âall = pH ÂH +(1− pH)ÂL(13a)

σ̂
2
qall

= σ̂
2
q + pH(1− pH)(ÂH− ÂL)

2 > σ̂
2
q(13b)

γall =
σ̂2

qall

σ̂2
qall

+σ2
ε

> γ(13c)

Smin
all = Qmin +

(
Qmin− Âall

)(1− γall

γall

)
(13d)

Let f j(S) and Fj(S) respectively represent the probability density function and cumulative

distribution function of group j scores. The loan officer’s expected profits (Π) under the

Group-Aware and Group-Blind policies are respectively:

E(Π | Smin
j∈{L,H}) = ∑

j∈{L,H}

∫
∞

Smin
j

p j E(Qi j | Si j) f j(S)dS
2−FH(Smin

H )−FL(Smin
L )

(14a)

E(Π | Smin
all ) = ∑

j∈{L,H}

∫
∞

Smin
all

p j E(Qi | Si) f j(S)dS
2−FH(Smin

all )−FL(Smin
all )

(14b)

Using Equations 10, the following represents the loan officer’s posterior beliefs of j’s mean

quality level, variation in quality, score reliability, and the minimum score criterion (where

subscript c represent current beliefs as of the end of t = 2 in a two-period model):

Â jc(g j) = p j1Â j1 + p j2Â j2(15a)

= Â j1
[
p j1 +g j(1− p j1)

]
σ̂

2
q jc
(g j) = p j1σ̂

2
q j1

+ p j2σ̂
2
q j2

+ p j1 p j2
[
Â j1− Â j2

]2(15b)

= σ̂
2
q j1

+ p j1(1− p j1)
[
Â j1(1−g j)

]2 ≥ σ̂
2
q j1

γ jc(g j) =
σ̂2

q jc
(g j)

σ̂2
q jc
(g j)+σ2

ε

≥ γ j1(15c)

Smin
jc = Qmin +

(
Qmin− Â jc(g j)

)(1− γ jc(g j)

γ jc(g j)

)
(15d)
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For all proofs, we assume the following:

1. Each loan applicant i is a member of one of two population groups j ∈ {H,L}. Initially, the

H-group has a mean quality level that is greater than the L group (AH > AL). The groups are

initially equal in intra-group variation in quality (σ2
q = σ2

qH
= σ2

qL
). We also assume that the

bank’s ability to measure quality is unaffected by changes in composition of the groups

(thus σ2
ε is constant across groups and across time).

Proof of Proposition 1

Let the given assumptions and findings from Equations (6) and (13) hold. Then, the

following is true:

Smin
L < Smin

H

Qmin +
(
Qmin− ÂL

)( σ̂2
ε

σ̂2
qL

)
< Qmin +

(
Qmin− ÂH

)( σ̂2
ε

σ̂2
qH

)
(

ÂH−Qmin

σ̂2
qH

)
<

(
ÂL−Qmin

σ̂2
qL

)
σ̂2

qL

σ̂2
qH

<
ÂL−Qmin

ÂH−Qmin

σ̂
2
qL

< σ̂
2
qH

(
ÂL−Qmin

ÂH−Qmin

)
= σ

∗

∴ Smin
L < Smin

H when

σ̂
2
qL

< σ
∗ and ÂH > ÂL > Qmin or σ̂

2
qL

> σ
∗ and Qmin > ÂH > ÂL

(16)

Proof of Proposition 2

Before we show the proof for Proposition 2, we first must establish the ordinal relationship

of Smin
all ,S

min
L , and Smin

H . Proposition 1 establishes that the minimum score criteria derived from a

Group-Aware policy have the ordinal relationship Smin
L > Smin

H as long as σ̂2
qL

> σ∗. We establish

the ordinal relationship of the Group-Aware firm’s minimum score criteria with respect to Smin
all in
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the following Lemma:

Lemma 1 Under admissible conditions, the Group-Aware policy minimum score criterion for the

L-group is greater than the minimum score criterion of a Group-Blind policy (i.e., Smin
all < Smin

L ).

Proof by contradiction: Let us suppose the contrary, that Smin
all > Smin

L . Drawing from Equations (6)

and (13), that implies:

Smin
all > Smin

L

Qmin +
(
Qmin−Aall

)( σ2
ε

σ2
qall

)
> Qmin +

(
Qmin−AL

)( σ2
ε

σ2
qL

)
Qmin−Aall

Qmin−AL
>

σ2
qall

σ2
qL

Since (Qmin−Aall)< (Qmin−AL) and σ
2
qall

> σ
2
qL

, then

Qmin−Aall

Qmin−AL
< 1 <

σ2
qall

σ2
qL

, which is a contradiction.

∴ Smin
all < Smin

L ∀ σ
2
q ,σ

2
ε ,Q

min,A j

(17)

We wish to establish the conditions where E(Π | Smin
j )≥ E(Π | Smin

all ): the average per period

profit resulting from a Group-Aware service policy is greater than that of a Group-blind service

policy. Based on the equations in (14), we can expand this inequality and rearrange terms as

follows:

E(Π | Smin
j∈Adv,L)> E(Π | Smin

all )

∑
j∈Adv,L

∫
∞

Smin
j

p j E(Qi j | Si j) f j(S)dS
2−FH(Smin

H )−FL(Smin
L )

> ∑
j∈Adv,L

∫
∞

Smin
all

p j E(Qi | Si) f j(S)dS
2−FH(Smin

all )−FL(Smin
all )∫ Smin

all

Smin
H

E(Qi,Adv | Si,Adv) fH(S)dS
FH(Smin

all )−FH(Smin
H )

+
∫

∞

Smin
all

pH [E(Qi,Adv | Si,Adv)−E(Qi | Si)] fH(S)dS
2−FH(Smin

H )−FL(Smin
L )

>
∫

∞

Smin
L

pL [E(Qi | Si)−E(Qi,L | Si,L)] fL(S)dS
2−FH(Smin

all )−FL(Smin
all )

+
∫ Smin

L

Smin
all

E(Qi | Si) fL(S)dS
FL(Smin

L )−FL(Smin
all )

∴ E(Π | Smin
j∈Adv,L)> E(Π | Smin

all )
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Web Appendix B: Sensitivity Analysis of Distributional Assumptions

To examine whether the analytical model is robust to different specifications of distributional

assumptions, we conducted an analysis of a set of numerical simulations of the analytical model.

Although we assume that Qi j, the true quality of a consumer seeking service, is normally

distributed in the original model (consistent with prior models on statistical discrimination), other

prior empirical research has shown that the distribution of customer revenue, one potential

realization of consumer quality, can be right-skewed (Fader et al. 2005; Schmittlein and Peterson

1994). These findings motivate the testing of a lognormal distributional assumption for Qi j, an

assumption consistent with Haenlein and Libai (2013). We also ran a second set of simulations

using an uninformative distributional assumption – the uniform distribution. We constructed both

alternative distributions to have the same mean (A j) and standard deviation (σ2
q j

) as the baseline

normal distribution to which we compare. Table 3 displays a comparison of the results of these

simulations to those of the original model. As indicated in the table, all three models are

qualitatively consistent with each other, which suggests that the analytical model is robust to other

distributional assumptions. Furthermore, all three models show statistically significant effects on

the Group-Aware Bank dummy, the customer heterogeneity, and the measurement error variables.

The direction of their signs on these effects are consistent with the expectations proposed by

Propositions 1, 2, and 3 in the analytical model.

[Insert Table 3 about here.]
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Web Appendix C: Minimum Service Criterion State Space

The three charts in Figure 3 provide examples of the relationship between SL and SH in the

state space.

[Insert Figure 3 about here.]

On the x-axis is a range of possible Qmin values. The y-axis represents values for γH . Each chart

is distinguished by low (0.24), medium (0.50), and high (0.76) values of γL for top, mid, and

bottom charts respectively. The dark blue regions in the charts represent conditions where the

service provider would set a higher criterion for the L group than the H group. The white regions

represent conditions where the service provider would set the reverse: a higher minimum score

criterion for the H group. The black curves on the boundaries between the dark and white regions

represent values where the groups have equal minimum service criteria. The light dashed vertical

lines mark the values of ÂL = 640 and ÂH = 723 in these examples.

Note that SH < SL for all γ j when ÂL < Qmin < ÂH . The intuition for this region is that a loan

to the average L consumer is unprofitable while a loan to the average H customer is profitable,

hence it stands to reason that the minimum score criteria for the L consumer is always higher.

However, SL < SH only if Qmin < ÂL or Qmin > ÂH and there is a sufficient difference in reliability

ratios between the groups. In these regions, consumers from both groups are on average profitable

to the bank or are unprofitable to the bank (Qmin > ÂH).
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Web Appendix D: Sensitivity Analysis of Network Structure Assumptions

To examine whether the agent-based model (ABM) is robust to different specifications of

social networks, we conducted an analysis of a set of numerical simulations of the ABM with

alternative social network structures. Although we assume in our primary model that the social

network of the applicants has the structure of a complete network, other network structures may

produce results that differ in outcome. For this reason, we test robustness of the ABM by running

a set of simulations with an Erdös - Rényi random network (Erdös and Rényi 1959) and a

Barabasi-Albert preferential attachment network (Barabási and Albert 1999). We selected these

networks structures because of their wide use in graph theory, social network analysis, and

marketing literatures (Wilensky and Rand 2015). Table 4 presents results from this analysis. As

indicated in the table, the ABM is generally robust to network structure specification. All three

models are qualitatively consistent with each other. Furthermore, all three models show

statistically significant effects with expected signs on the WOM parameter β , customer

heterogeneity for the L-group variable, the measurement error variable, and parameter (g) for the

growth rate in the mean quality of the L-group. This analysis suggests that different specifications

for network structure produced the consistent outcome that as the weight of WOM increases in

the utility function of the consumer, the greater the long-run profits of the Group-Blind exceeds

that of the Group-Aware banks.

[Insert Table 4 about here.]
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Web Appendix E: ABM Rules of Engagement

The following is a detailed description of the setup of the agent-based model which was

developed and implemented in NetLogo (Wilensky 1999):

A Group-Blind bank has a loan strategy that does not use demographic group membership

information. Instead, it uses the historical performance of all customers collectively as well as

information about the individual applicant in its decision of whether or not to offer a loan.

A Group-Aware bank has a loan strategy that does use demographic group membership

information. It uses the historical performance of all customers collectively by group as well as

information about the individual applicant, conditional on group membership, in its decision of

whether or not to offer a loan.

Customers who are interested in applying for a loan have a strategy where they will choose

the bank that maximizes the customer’s utility function. Their choice strategy, modeled by a

multinomial logit choice function, has a utility that includes the likelihood a bank accepts their

application, the distance between the customer’s home and the bank, and unobservables captured

by an error term. They assess the probability of acceptance through two information sources:

advertising and word-of-mouth (WOM). The customer’s personal assessment of the probability

her application will be accepted depends on the information she gathers via WOM about

acceptance rates of each bank. She differentially weights WOM information based on the

characteristics of its source (strong vs. weak ties, in-group vs. out-group sources). Literature has

demonstrated that people place greater weight on WOM from strong ties versus weak ties

(Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2001a; Granovetter 1973, 1983). Literature has also shown that

people place greater weight on in-group sources of WOM than out-group sources (Podoshen

2006; Uslu, Durmuş, and Taşdemir 2013). If the customer decides to apply for a loan, she selects

the option that maximizes her utility. Her choice set is either one of four banks in her world or the

outside option (no loan application).

Timeline of events during setup of the world in the ABM simulation (this happens once in
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simulation)

1. Two Colorblind Banks and two Full Information Banks are randomly placed in geographic

locations in the ABM world

2. The banks are endowed with rules for their respective strategies to assess loan applicants

(see next list for more detail)

3. A large population of people are randomly distributed throughout geography of world.

They are randomly “born” to be either green or red people.

4. Each person is endowed with randomly provided characteristics (e.g., credit score, group

membership) as well as rules governing the strategy for applicant’s choice selection of a

bank to apply for a loan

Timeline of events within one period in the ABM simulation

1. A randomly selected percentage of the population decides to apply for a bank loan.

2. These applicants select from a choice set of 4 possible banks to apply for the loan based on

utility maximization

(a) Applicant gathers WOM information about each bank in choice set from strong and

weak ties. Within each category of ties, applicants also use in-group and out-group

WOM information. WOM is regarding the percentage of past ties whose loan was

accepted by each bank.

(b) Applicant computes her own likelihood of her loan being accepted at each bank in

choice set based on gathered WOM. Strong ties and in-group WOM gets greater

weight than weak ties and out-group WOM.

(c) Applicant computes her own utility for each bank in choice set, which is based on loan

acceptance probability, distance to bank, and error.

(d) Applicant selects bank based on multinomial logit choice model.
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3. The banks review each loan application and forms expectation of applicant quality

(interpreted as ability to repay loan) based on its own policy

(a) Colorblind Banks’ policy is to form expectation based on credit score of applicant and

historical scores of all past applicants.

(b) Full Information Banks have policy of forming expectation based on credit score of

applicant and historical scores of all past applicants from applicant’s group.

4. Banks offer loan to applicant if the expected quality of applicant meets or exceeds banks

minimum threshold of quality (Qmin). All other applicants are rejected. NOTE: All banks

have same minimum threshold.

5. Banks update historical information with applicant’s information.

(a) Colorblind Banks update historical information on scores of all past applicants

i. Update historical mean of scores S

ii. Update minimum accepted score Smin.

(b) Full Information Banks update historical information on scores of all past applicants

by group membership

i. Update historical mean of scores S j by group

ii. Update minimum accepted score Smin j by group.

6. All applicants who have applied for loan update their own historical information about

banks (success/no success at applying for loan at each bank).

(a) If applicant is rejected by a bank, she updates her probability of loan acceptance by

that bank to 0. This remains in effect indefinitely.

(b) If applicant is accepted by a bank, she updates her probability of loan acceptance by

that bank to 1. This remains in effect indefinitely.
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(c) For any bank where the applicant has never applied for a loan, the applicant will

update probability of loan acceptance based on gathered WOM information in the

next period.

7. Simulation clock proceeds to next period. Entire process starts again.
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Web Appendix F: ABM Analysis of Monopolistic vs. Competitive Market

The ABM results provide additional insight into the dynamics of discrimination in service.

First we conducted an analysis of the ABM simulating a Group-Aware and separately a

Group-Blind bank monopoly in a city where consumers are not influenced by WOM. We found

that the regression results, displayed in Table 5, are consistent with the results of the analytical

model which provided assurance that the ABM and the analytical model are aligned. The first

regression has realized bank profits as the DV. We control for consumer heterogeneity,

measurement error, population mix of the two consumer groups (Perc H Group represents the

percentage of the population that are H-group members) and for change in mean quality of the

L-group (Changing Quality L). The regression shows the expected positive and significant effect

on the Group-Aware dummy variable. This indicates that the Group-Aware monopoly is more

profitable than the Group-Blind alternative in the monopoly-without-WOM scenario, consistent

with Proposition 2. The DV for the second regression is Dit , the discrimination measure we have

established in this paper. Regressing on the IVs for the Group-Aware bank in the simulation

(because the Group-Blind bank has no discrimination, by definition), we find that customer

heterogeneity and measurement error have statistically significant results with the expected signs.

The ABM is again consistent with the results of the analytical model in this regard and supports

Proposition 3.

[Insert Table 5 about here.]

The next table displays results from the analysis of ABM scenarios that added in competition and

subsequently WOM as factors. We ran two types of competitive scenarios in the ABM: 1) two

competing banks with the same service policy; 2) two competing banks with alternative service

polices. We did this to be able to separate the impact of competition from the impact of

competing service policies. Furthermore, we ran each of these scenarios with and without

consumer WOM present. This enabled us to understand the impact of WOM on demand and

profits. Table 6 displays these results.
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[Insert Table 6 about here.]

In the table, GAvsGB is a dummy variable with a value of 1 when there is an ABM scenario where

Bank 1 is a Group-Aware bank (GA) that competes against Bank 2, a Group-Blind bank (GB).

Analogously, GBvsGB is a dummy variable representing a scenario where Banks 1 and 2 are two

competing Group-Blind banks. The scenario not shown, GAvsGA, is the baseline for the

regression. WOM is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if consumer WOM is present in the ABM

simulation. All other main variables are the same as described in Table 5 as well as key

interactions. The DV is the difference between Bank 2 and Bank 1 profits (i.e., Regression DV =

Bank 2 profits - Bank 1 profits). The regression indicates that there are no significant differences

in profits between the competing banks in each scenario when WOM is absent. This is interesting

to note because the profit advantage that the Group-Aware bank has in a monopolistic scenario

goes away when competition enters the picture. Furthermore, there are no significant differences

in profit of competing banks when WOM is present and the banks use the same type of service

policy. However, the interaction WOM : GAvsGB has a positive and significant effect. This

indicates that when a Group-Aware bank competes against a Group-Blind bank in the presence of

consumer WOM, the Group-Blind bank’s profit is greater.
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Table 3: Comparison of ABM Results on Distributional Assumptions for Qi j

Dependent variable:

Bank Profits

Normal Lognormal Uniform

Intercept 1,448,713.00∗∗∗ 1,515,150.00∗∗∗ 1,498,005.00∗∗∗

(95,161.48) (94,659.96) (95,397.08)
Group-Aware Bank 23,860.90∗∗ 27,579.05∗∗∗ 32,829.97∗∗∗

(9,480.61) (9,430.65) (9,504.08)
Heterogeneity H 2,352.93∗∗ 1,387.14 531.39

(1,026.74) (1,021.33) (1,029.28)
Measure Error H 446.39 123.63 −711.72

(1,026.74) (1,021.33) (1,029.28)
Heterogeneity L 13,143.94∗∗∗ 12,261.85∗∗∗ 15,066.44∗∗∗

(1,026.74) (1,021.33) (1,029.28)
Measure Error L 37.53 71.98 901.29

(1,026.74) (1,021.33) (1,029.28)
Changing Quality L 2,973,439,979.00∗∗∗ 2,968,743,662.00∗∗∗ 2,879,528,935.00∗∗∗

(23,293,881.00) (23,171,118.00) (23,351,550.00)
Percent H Group 3,400,573.00∗∗∗ 3,412,248.00∗∗∗ 3,319,099.00∗∗∗

(20,599.21) (20,490.65) (20,650.20)
Heterogeneity H:Measure Error H −17.28 −10.69 −0.81

(15.75) (15.66) (15.79)
Heterogeneity L:Measure Error L −52.01∗∗∗ −51.02∗∗∗ −65.79∗∗∗

(15.75) (15.66) (15.79)

Observations 2,880 2,880 2,880
R2 0.94 0.94 0.94
Adjusted R2 0.94 0.94 0.94
Residual Std. Error (df = 2870) 254,391.50 253,050.80 255,021.20
F Statistic (df = 9; 2870) 5,004.24∗∗∗ 5,046.72∗∗∗ 4,756.93∗∗∗

Note: ABMs simulated a monopoly bank scenario. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 4: Comparison of ABM Results on Network Structure Assumptions

Dependent variable:

(Group Blind - Group Aware Profits)

Complete ER Random BA Pref. Attachment

Intercept 932,950.10∗ 136,166.00 221,947.90
(505,579.50) (104,920.00) (136,052.30)

WOM α −27,097.74 −5,944.26 737.57
(25,045.32) (5,197.51) (6,739.74)

WOM β 36,697.86∗∗∗ 9,244.79∗∗∗ 2,399.73∗∗∗

(2,782.81) (577.50) (748.86)
Heterogeneity H −6,017.28 1,602.35 776.70

(5,424.76) (1,125.77) (1,459.81)
Measure Error H 13,437.34∗∗ 6,432.54∗∗∗ 7,327.35∗∗∗

(5,424.76) (1,125.77) (1,459.81)
Heterogeneity L −19,155.21∗∗∗ −5,206.58∗∗∗ −5,473.65∗∗∗

(5,424.76) (1,125.77) (1,459.81)
Measure Error L −24,294.25∗∗∗ −9,021.49∗∗∗ −9,618.35∗∗∗

(5,424.76) (1,125.77) (1,459.81)
Changing Quality L 257,622,564.00∗∗ 123,079,027.00∗∗∗ 128,302,904.00∗∗∗

(123,072,816.00) (25,540,595.00) (33,119,112.00)
Percent H Group 511,214.20∗∗∗ 120,462.90∗∗∗ 5,453.29

(108,835.60) (22,586.02) (29,287.84)
Heterogeneity H:Measure Error H 15.50 −44.02∗∗ −50.88∗∗

(83.20) (17.27) (22.39)
Heterogeneity L:Measure Error L 247.67∗∗∗ 84.57∗∗∗ 94.46∗∗∗

(83.20) (17.27) (22.39)

Observations 5,760 5,760 5,760
R2 0.06 0.10 0.05
Adjusted R2 0.06 0.10 0.05
Residual Std. Error (df = 5749) 1,900,806.00 394,463.40 511,510.20
F Statistic (df = 10; 5749) 36.50∗∗∗ 65.78∗∗∗ 29.14∗∗∗

Note: ABMs simulated a competitive scenario. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 5: ABM Analysis Results: Monopoly Bank with no WOM

Dependent variable:

Realized Profits Avg. Discrimination (Dit)

(1) (2)

Intercept 1,448,713.00∗∗∗ 41.09∗∗∗

(95,161.48) (1.80)
Group-Aware Bank 23,860.90∗∗

(9,480.61)
Heterogeneity H 2,352.93∗∗ −0.28∗∗∗

(1,026.74) (0.02)
Measure Error H 446.39 0.54∗∗∗

(1,026.74) (0.02)
Heterogeneity L 13,143.94∗∗∗ −0.26∗∗∗

(1,026.74) (0.02)
Measure Error L 37.53 0.0004

(1,026.74) (0.02)
Changing Quality L 2,973,439,979.00∗∗∗ −25,884.63∗∗∗

(23,293,881.00) (441.36)
Perc H Group 3,400,573.00∗∗∗ −0.12

(20,599.21) (0.39)
Heterogeneity H:Measure Error H −17.28 −0.00000

(15.75) (0.0003)
Heterogeneity L:Measure Error L −52.01∗∗∗ 0.00001

(15.75) (0.0003)

Observations 2,880 1,440
R2 0.94 0.93
Adjusted R2 0.94 0.93
Residual Std. Error 254,391.50 (df = 2870) 3.41 (df = 1431)
F Statistic 5,004.24∗∗∗ (df = 9; 2870) 2,447.60∗∗∗ (df = 8; 1431)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 6: ABM Analysis Results: Bank Competition and Consumer WOM

Dependent variable:

(Bank 2 - Bank 1) Realized Profits

Intercept −70,823.26
(79,392.65)

WOM 28,649.14∗

(16,855.12)
GAvsGB −12,843.96

(21,320.23)
GBvsGB 982.23

(21,320.23)
Changing Quality L 21,428,042.00

(19,127,881.00)
Perc H Group 165,882.90∗∗∗

(16,915.14)
Heterogeneity H 2,335.80∗∗∗

(843.11)
Measure Error H 5,709.48∗∗∗

(843.11)
Heterogeneity L −3,022.89∗∗∗

(843.11)
Measure Error L −3,389.76∗∗∗

(843.11)
WOM:GAvsGB 51,983.20∗∗

(23,836.74)
WOM:GBvsGB 33,548.02

(23,836.74)
Heterogeneity H:Measure Error H −61.11∗∗∗

(12.93)
Heterogeneity L:Measure Error L 35.19∗∗∗

(12.93)

Observations 21,600
R2 0.02
Adjusted R2 0.01
Residual Std. Error 572,081.80 (df = 21586)
F Statistic 25.64∗∗∗ (df = 13; 21586)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure 3: Minimum Service Criteria State Space
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